
Survey Objective 
To explore how Ottawa could increase the proportion of people that use active transportation to 
reach their regular travel destinations while not risking personal safety or decreasing travel 
efficiency. 

Survey Background 
Ecology Ottawa sent out a survey to 156 community associations, 19 business improvement areas 
(BIAs), and 16 community health and resource centers across Ottawa in winter 2017. We received 
responses from 35 community associations across urban, suburban and rural Ottawa, 11 business 
improvement areas (BIAs), and 7 community health centers. 

Survey Focus
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OPPORTUNITIES: 
Find key areas of active 

transportation that people 
in Ottawa care about

1
CHALLENGES 

Determine the obstacles 
that prevent people from 

making trips by active 
transportation

2
SOLUTIONS 

Determine areas to improve 
in order to increase the 

proportion of trips taken by 
active transportation
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Active Transportation Survey Summary 
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Finding #1: Ottawa residents are highly engaged in active 
transportation issues 

! 74% of community associations, 80% of BIAs and 57% of 
health centres are involved in active transportation issues. 

! Many community associations, BIAs and health centres are 
actively advocating for improved cycling, pedestrian and 
wheelchair safety. 

Finding #2: Our streets haven’t gotten noticeably better 

! Community associations, BIAs and health centres typically 
don’t find their streets are safer or better designed for 
pedestrians and cyclists, or that connectivity has improved 
over the past few years. 

! Rural communities in particular find their streets unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists 

Finding #3: Priorities vary across geographic area 

! Inner-urban communities think investments should go towards improving and maintaining streets 
and sidewalks, as well as building more segregated bike lanes and sidewalks. 

! Suburban communities prioritize multi-use pathways, more bike-sharing networks and better 
signage. 

! Rural communities want to see improvements across the board, but especially improving and 
maintaining streets and sidewalks. 

Finding #4: Safety is key when it comes to cycling 

! Communities overwhelmingly identify safety as the main barrier preventing residents from 
cycling. Businesses and health centres agree. 

! Inadequate or poorly maintained infrastructure is also a concern, but more so in urban and 
suburban communities. 

Finding #5: To encourage more pedestrian activity, clear the 
sidewalks and add more transit 

! Urban communities identify bad weather and icy 
sidewalks as the main challenge facing pedestrians and 
people with mobility issues. 

! Poor transit connectivity and service prevent people in 
suburban and rural areas from walking.  

! Businesses also emphasize the lack of transit connection 
and service as the main barrier. 

! Other challenges include walking or using wheelchairs at 
night or in low light conditions and inadequate or poorly 
maintained infrastructure.
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